Verklempt

informal. Overcome with emotion. 'she was all verklempt earlier this week over her latest split from her husband'
overwhelmed, emotional, moved, affected, struck, choky, speechless, at a loss for words, shaken,
disturbed.English[edit]. Alternative forms[edit]. ferklempt, faclempt, farklempt, faklempt, verklemmt. Etymology[edit].
Borrowed from Yiddish ?????????? (farklemt), from Old.Verklempt is a loan word from the Yiddish language that acts
as an adjective. It means to be overwhelmed by emotion, perhaps so much that one cannot speak.I read this comment
and was astounished by the use of "verklempt" which obviously is of German origin. So is anybody out there who can.If
you see or hear verklempt in a sentence, you may wonder whether the person is speaking English. What language is
verklempt and what does it mean?.One word that has caught my interest is verklempt, which means the state of being
completely overcome with emotion. I think the reason I.Verklempt moment: "In the season two finale, when Masters
and Johnson, despite the wreckage they've made of their personal lives, were able to take their first.Coffee Talk with
Linda Richman" is a series of sketches performed by Mike Myers on the sketch Whenever Richman would get upset,
she would put her hand on her chest and say "I'm all verklempt" or "I'm a little verklempt." Then she would.13 Aug - 25
sec - Uploaded by ycoren Feeling verklempt?26 Nov - 37 sec - Uploaded by Moronic Tuesdays Verklempt - choked
with emotion (German verklemmt = emotionally inhibited in a convulsive.25 Sep - 9 min - Uploaded by Saturday Night
Live Linda Richman (Mike Myers), her best friend Liz Rosenberg (Madonna) and Liz's mom.A listener in Sheboygan
Falls, Wisconsin, wonders about the origin of the word verklempt, which describes someone all seized up with
emotion.This week's Wacky Word Wednesday, verklempt, is defined as emotional; choked up or overcome with
emotions.Verklempt. chocked up with emotion. This comes from the German word " verklemmt", wich means
"emotionally inhibited in a convulsive way". Flash Cards.Discover & share this Snl GIF with everyone you know.
GIPHY is how you search, share, discover, and create GIFs.I get pissed off because I always get 'verklempt' but my big
problem with Boheme is Act 4 - they make a big deal about getting Mimi some medicine.As a last word, no
wordsilencemultiplies: damning, venerating, passive- aggressive, verklempt, remorseless, secretive. Hardwick had.with
Anu Garg In his Nobel lecture the writer Isaac Bashevis Singer said, Yiddish is the wise and humble language of us all,
the idiom of.verklempt. New Word Suggestion. overcome with emotion. Additional Information . missfitmartha.com24
Jan - 36 sec Verklempt - choked with emotion (German verklemmt = emotionally inhibited in a convulsive.
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